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ABSTRACT

Quiescent plasma machines are being used In several experiments at the

Associated Plasma Laboratory In INPE. The research activities comprise^ particle

simulation studies on ion acoustic double Layers, and studies on the plasma

production and loss In surface confined magnetic nultldlpole thermionic

discharges. Recent results from these studies have shown a non-maxwellIan plasma

formed In most of the discharge conditions. The plasma leakage through the

multidlpole fields shows an anomalous diffusion process driven by Ion acoustic

turbulence in the magnetic sheath. The information derived from these studies

are being used in the construction and characterization of ion sources for

shallow ion Implantation in semiconductors,In ion thruster for space propulsion

anJ In the development of powerful ion sources for future use in neutral beam

Injection systems.

INTRODUCTION

The research activities on surface confined quiescent plasmas have been

related to basic plasm» phenomena. Ion acoustic waves, solltons and double

layers in multtspecies plasmas were studied in these past few years In a doable

plasma machine . These studies were relevant to several aspects of space and

laboratory plasma physics, such AS the physics of negative ion plasmas and the

mechanism by which the Aurora Is formed.

Presently particle Simulation studies are being carried out to pnalyze

in detail the ion acoustic double layer formation. The advantage of this method

Is ttie possibility to obtain a good plasma dlagnoscics where experimental

mp;i*iirements are difficult or have not enough accuracy. Detailed studies on the

erfii11 Ihrltim of Che plasma produced in a thermionic discharge, with surface

m,-?Rn*«tlc fields, are beliiR carried out. A magnetic picket fence is being used to

determine the rate by whlrh electron* and ions escape from the surface
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confinement. The results of these studies are being lined in the development of

,)ti Ion «source. The generated surface confined quiescent plasma and the extracted

Ion h.'.im Hre Analyzed using diagnostic techniques developed In the basic plasma

experiments. The main goal of this beginning research In to achieve ion

extraction currents above ImA/cm2.

IWKTICI.K P1FKUS1ON THROUGH THE SURFACE CONFINING FIELDS OF A QUIESCENT PLASMA

The experiment is carried out in the INPE's double plasma machine shown

on Figure I. It contains two plasmas separated by a magnetic picket fence. The

density on each side can be controlled by adjusting the discharge cuTrent In the

two Independent tungsten filament system . In this particular experiment only

Che source plasma filament system was used. The thermionic discharge ia made In

a pure argon gas with pressures around 5.0 * 10 Pa. To investigate the particle

leakage through the magnetic multldlpole fields from the source plasma to the

target chamber, double face Langmulr probes, electrostatic energy analv7ers and

emissive probes were used (Figure 1) . The typical plasma parameters in the

9 -3
source plasma are n ^ 2.4 » 10 cm , T •>- 2.8eV and T /T ^ 10.
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7,- Figure 1 - Scheme of themulti-

dipole double plasma device. The

Inset shows a detail of the

magnetic picket fence.
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The magnetic picket fence Is made of permanent magnetic b/irs. F.ach bar

Is spared 3cm from the other In such fl wny that the north pole of a bar fncen

the south p"le of the other bar. The average magnetic field In the central line

between the b.ir» Is 200fI,m»fl, From the quiescent plasma formed In the source
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chamber, a cold electron plasma with n * 1.3 * 108coT3 and T s 0.5eV diffuse*

through the picket fence fields to the target chamber. There are two diffusion

processes for the ions: the ambipolar and the collisions! diffusions. The

magnetic picket fence field has little effect on the Ion diffusion because the

inn Larmor radius Is much bigger than the alee of the system. An interesting

diffusion process Is caused by the cold electron population, as can be seen In

the electron temperature space profile on Figure 2. In this case both the

Interaction of electrons with the fence fields ana their collisions with ions

and neutral particles are relevant to the diffusion process.

T, CrV>
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Figure 2 - Electron temperature space
profile.
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The classical diffusion coefficient for electrons perpendicular to the

magnetic field Is DA - 0.3(v + v ) r* - The electron-Ion collisions act to

promote the diffusion of cold electrons and the electron neutral collisions

promote the diffusion of more energetic electrons. However DA has a minimum at

T "^ 2JBeV and there are more electrons with low energy (<2.8eV) than electrons

with high energy (>2.8eV) in the electron distribution function . So the

population of diffused electrons is predominantly of low energy. In this

experiment, the classical diffusion coefficient for the cold electrons Is

%8,2cna/s.

Nevertheless more effects are involved in this diffusion, such as the

density fluctuations and the electric fields In the magnetic sheath. The

relative amplitude of the turbulent waves and the plasma potential space profile

are seen on Figure 3. Previous works have shown experimentally that these

waves are Ion acoustic waves. They generate an anomalous resistivity consistent

with the observed potential profile. Several works on the nature of the Bohm

diffusion ' found a relation between the Ion acoustic turbulent waves and the

appearance of anomalous particle transport. The anomalous diffusion coefficient

calculated from these theories is vUcm7/») • 6.3 » 102T (eV)/B(T), which Is

basically the diffusion coefficient experimentally determined by D. Bohm

I'slne. these particular experimental conditions Dj - 1.5 * 10 cm Is, far bigger

than the ctflislcal value.
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Figure 3 - Relative amplitude

of the tMrbtilent waves (a) and

the plasma potential !b>

prof!les.

Based on the electron density profile (Figure ') In the

sheath region of the fence. It Is possible to estimate the total diffusion

coefficient of electrons to the target chamber using an unidlmensionsl form of

Tick's law. The cold electron drift velocity measured with the douMs faced

Langmuir probe is ^-2.2 » 10 cm/s. 90 the diffusion coefficient for this

electrons will be 2.6 • 10 cm is, close to the Boh» coefficient and also bigger

than the classical coefficient. This huge anomalous diffusion coefficient can be

explained in terms of the anomalous resistivity caused by the interaction of

electrons with the turbulent waves. Associated with the anomalous resistivity

there is a double layer like structure within an electric field capable of

accelerating the electrons and enhance the diffusion.

Figure I» - Electron density profile.
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P r e s e n t l y , more d e t a i l e d s t u d i e s a r e b e i n g c a r r i e d out In a i*v p i c k e t

fenri» w i t h moveabte «nagoptJc bar» t o v a r y the I n t e n s i t y o f the mui 11H1 t n l e f i e l d s .

CHARAfTKRIZATlON OF TMF. TMF.RMÍONIC DISCHARGE IN A f)l) I F.SCF.NT PLASMA M/VHINF.

Tb«» chiir.'iff er I zal Ion of t h e INPF.'s pl.ism.i cn.irhlnp • por.it Ing
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probe in used to Measure the plasma potential, electron density and temperature,

in a pressure range between 10 Pa to 10 Pa, with discharge voltages between

45V to 120V.

One of the first observation» was the appearance of two exponential

sections In the Langmulr probe traces for all pressure range. This indicates an

electron distribution function non-maxwellIan for these discharge conditions.

Two electron populations with different temperatures In the range between leV to

lOeV (Figure 5) was detected. A third type of small electron population, not

completely thermallzed of primary electrons with E > ISeV was also detected. On

Figure 5 it is shown the behavior of the plasma potential with the pressure. For

low pressures this potential Is negative, increasing fast to « positive value as

more gas is added to the system. For pressures above 10 Pa the plasma potential

remains stable around 2V but the plasma density grows almost linearly between

10" Pa to 10~!Pa, saturating only above 5 » 10~!Pa (Figure 7).
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Fig. 5 - Electron
temperatures as a function
of the pressure for
different discharge
voltages in the two
electron temperature
quiescent plasma.
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Fig. 6 - Plasma potencial
»» a function of the
pressure for different
discharge voltages.
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The Inelastic collisions process with primary electrons Is relevant to

the understanding of the discharge behavior, sustained by the ionizatton

produced by these electrons. The ions generated in this process «re lost to

obstacles and surface boundaries Inside the plasma. Fro* the equilibrium

equation of production and particle loss, it ts possible to calculate the plasma

final density. The primary electrons emitted by the heated tungsten filaments

•ire also loss to pi :».«•»* surface bundarles due to inelastic collisions with the

neutrrl atoms.

The energy distribution function of the primary electrons was computed

and compared with the lost rate of ions given by the Bohm criteria.%It is also

possible to obtain the plasma density from an equilibrium equation where the

loss rate of Ions is balanced by the lonizatlon rate. On Figure 8 the results

of the model are given in terns of the electron saturation current normalized by

the discharge current, and compared with the experimental data. The good fit ting

of experimental points to this simple theory shows that It is a goud

approximation, to treat the particle leak through the cusps of the magnetic

multtdipole fields. In terms of effective loss areas for ions and electrons.
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Figure 7 - Plasma density as a

function of the pressure for

several discharge voltages.
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A STUDY OF DOUBLE LAYERS USING PARTICLE SIMULATIONS

The study of particle diffusion through a magnetic picket fence shown

Interesting basic plasma phenomena such aa the formation of double layers In the

cold electron plasma drift to a target plasma . loir acoustic double layers

have been observed In the INPE's quiescent double plasma machine. This double

layer is generated by a bootstrap effect In which an Ion acoustic Instability

Is driven by cold drifting electrons. This Instability was found Inside and

outside the magnetic sheaths and it Is responsible for the appearance of a

localized anomalous resistivity .

An unldimensional electrostatic computational model based on the

charged particle Interactions and on the effect of external fields (Blrdsall
it,)

and Langdon) van used to investigate the formation of double layers. The

experimental results were used as initial conditions in the computational code.

The fields are calculated using Maxwell equations with initial charge and

current densities obtained from the initial velocity and position of each

particle. The forces over the particles are obtained from the electric and

magnetic fields generated by the movements of each particle. This procedure is

repeated many times because for each new position and velocity 'here will be new

electric and magnetic fields. The boundary conditions for the plasma parameters

are periodic and a spatial grid to calculate electric potential and charge

density Is used.

In this particular simulation study, only two species of particles were

considered, a low energy electron beam (0,3eV) interacting with electrons of a

warm plasma (2,5eV). The density and temperature ratio of cold to warm

population are respectively n /n z 0.13 and T /T - 0.12, as obtained in the
(3) c u c w

experiments . The plasma neutrality is maintained by an uniform distribution

of motionless ions. The drift velocity v_ - 0.lv . is also taken from the

experiments and the total number of particles used in the simulation is 8192

(1006 for the beam and 7186 for the warm plasma).

In Figure 9 It is shown the normalized potential for two different

plasma periods t • u> T (t - 0, Fig. 9a, and C - 160, Fig. 9b). This is the

result of the cold electron beam interaction with the warm electron plasma. The

evolution of the thermal energy for different times (t " 0 and t - 160) is

shown in Figure 10a and tub respectively. As observed In the experiment, there

is a thermal energy exch.ince between the warm electrons and the cold electron

beam. In Figure II the phase space plots of the velocity as a function of

position for t • 0 and t - 160 In shown. There is no spreading in the warm

electron velocity distribution (Figs. 12a and 12b). However for the beam



electrons there is a significant enlargement of the tllstribi :. n. Indicating

the growth of their thermal velocity.
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Figure 9 - 1*1 asma potential space profiles for different plasma periods (t«w
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Figure 10 - Temporal evolution of the electron thermal energy, (a) warm electrons

(b) cold electron beam.
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Pfsotitly a study of dntihle layer form.it Ion Including Jon dynamics Is

on t*»** way. This study will be carried out In a code with bigger length to

reduce the boundary conditions effect.

'}»IF.S'X»JT PLASMA I UK SOURCE WITH MACNF.TIC MUl.TIDirOLF. FIRM'S

The information derived from the studies on surf.ice confined quiescent

plasma* are being used in the development of an ion source. The ion source now

In operation at INPF. (Figure 12) consists of a cylindrical IA4mm long and 70mm

internal diameter ionizatton chamber with stirface magnetic confinement set up by

ferrlte permanent magnets . The average surface magnetic field is 250 Gauss

and the permanent magnets are arranged in the so called check board configurar, ion.

Fig. 12 - Scheme of the

magnetic multldipole ion

source: 1- Permanent

magnets, 2- Ion source

body, 3- Anode, <•—

Extraction grid, 5-

Insulation ring, 6-

Acceler.itor grid, 7-

Fllameuts, 8- Gas di ffuser,

9- Ceramic flange, 10-

Neutralizer, 11-

Cylindrlcal probe, 12-

Cas container, 13- Valve,

U - Needle valve, 15-

Pirani gage. DC power

supplies for: 16- Filaments, 17- Discharge, 18- Extraction grid, 19-Decelerator

grid, 20- Neutrall^er, 21- Probe sweep generator, 22- Plotter, 23- Voltimeter.

The plasma Is produced by a thermionic discharge with a set of five

parallel 100inn tungsten filaments. Using a discharge potential of 50V,

\Tii-—:--,' *"\fi,»>
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gas pressure of 10 Pa and discharge current of 1A, a plasma density of 10 cm

and electron temperature of 5eV is achieved. Two stainless still grid with s>

total transparency of 307 are used. The grid in contact with the ionlz.it ion

ch.imher (see Figure 12) is the extraction grid polarized with a voltage of 500V

typlirilly. The li-ns extracted from the plasma are accelerated by a second grid

with potentials in the range of 700V to lkV. With this arrangement an ion beam

of 2ni'nA/cm7 of nnx'mum current density «ind IkeV of maximum energy is extracted.

It !•: .TISO possible to enhance the beam current dt-nsity to lmA/cm7 using only

th«- e*t rnrt Ion grl'l (t ransp.irrnry - 602), but the beam energy goes down to 5 0 0 P V .

Th«- Imi si'iirre Is bi'tnt; used fls a micro tbrnster prototype with a

!%*••« c f i M /IT «svsicm m.nli' f ,in extern.tl tungsten f'lament. The maximum thrust

..hf id-oil ( tVpNi i«; mlli low romp;ir . with tin* state of the art Ion thru»ters

wltli I'.OIN ii' 0.1'i ..f ihruKi. This source Is also, being used for shallow



hydrogen Ion implantation In p^lycristalline sllicium plates, due to the low

energy requirement for this process. In the first tests, this source was able

to implant a charge density of 1.5 * 10 cm in a depth of 500A, with a beam

current of 250iiA/cm2 and 500eV of energy.

Presently a new neutraltzer system using a plasma bridge is under

development to improve the extraction beam current of the microthruster. A new

source using a surface confinement with samarium cobalt magnets and cathodes

made of Lantan hexaborlde is being studied. Using this source, extract ion of

beam with current densities of more than lA/cm2 and energies above lOkeV are

expected. Such an ion source will be used as a prototype of an ion source for a

neutra) beam injector.
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